
PREFACE

 Crossing Boundaries through Reading (1-6) is an innovative 
approach to teaching and learning to read. It offers a practical 
resource with solid research and premise to make the readers aware 
that reading is not a general ability, but a composite of many specific 
abilities. Using the range of competencies set forth by DepEd in its 
Basic Education Curriculum, it brings to fore Understanding by Design, 
the latest instructional design that considers not only the course goals 
and objectives, but also the pupils’ learning that should endure over 
the long term. 

 Lessons are designed in such a way that the reading skills learned 
are in the context of their use in order to allow the pupils to learn 
the topics in the content subjects simultaneously with necessary skills 
and therefore obtain  an enduring understanding. This design shows 
that Content-based Instruction, the main thrust of  Basic Education 
Curriculum has not been abandoned in this series.  Moreover, 
deliberate attempt to offer the UbD’s six facets of understanding 
– explain, interpret, apply, have perspective, empathize, and have 
self-knowledge can be noted in the different components of each 
module.

 Each module in the series is composed of four lessons, which 
include:

 Building Comprehension Skills
 This component allows the readers to treat the text presented 
to them as a part of their personal experience. Through the essential 
questions, the readers are given the opportunity to relate personally 
to the characters in the story as well as to express their own sense of 
values. 
 Building Comprehension Skills provides the reading text for 
a particular lesson. The text may be literary, such as legend, play, 
parable, and the like; or factual, such as news report, informative essay, 
and the like. Selections are so carefully chosen so that each would 



lead towards attaining the desirable values and providing a logical 
link to the current lessons in other academic subjects, particularly in 
Science.
 This phase also highlights the skills that allow the pupils to learn 
a range of literary competencies to increase their comprehension of 
the selections presented to them. It includes significant skills such as 
noting details, drawing inference, getting the general significance of 
the selection, and the like. 

 Building Vocabulary/Phonetic Skills
 A. Building  Vocabulary Skills
 The emphasis of this phase is on determining meanings of 
unfamiliar words through context clues. Building Vocabulary Skills 
continues through the analysis and appropriate usage of words with 
affixes, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, multiple meaning, idiomatic 
expressions, and the like. The activities seek to enhance word attack 
skills to enable the reader to read independently through structural, 
phonological, and lexical analyses of words.

 B. Developing Phonetic/Speech Skills
 Developing Phonetic Skills phase highlights auditory discrimination 
and accuracy in speech production. In this context, phonetic skills refer 
to basic sounds produced by individual and combination of letters, 
whereas speech skills refer to usage of stress, blending, phrasing, and 
intonation in speech production. Also, lecture notes on voice, gestures, 
posture, and poise are provided in the upper series, (Grade 5 and 6) 
to prepare pupils to deliver oratorical pieces.

 Enriching Literary Appreciation Skills
 Enriching Literary Appreciation Skills allows the pupils to 
experience literature and increase their interest in quality literature as 
they learn about genres, techniques, and elements of style. 

 Using Research and Study Skills
 This phase focuses on study and research skills, which the pupils 
need in order to understand better and effectively respond to their 



content subjects. It is in this phase where most significant skills that 
are essential to understand and respond to academic subjects are 
enhanced.  

 This series therefore, together with the accompanying Teacher’s 
Manual, if used intelligently, will provide enduring understanding of 
significant lessons that will be of great use to learners to prepare them 
for the next higher level of learning. Thus, it will lead both the teachers 
and the pupils to a greater satisfaction.

          The Editor / Coordinator
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Like to a leaf that is fallen and withered,
Tossed by the tempest from pole unto pole ;
Thus roams the pilgrim abroad without 
purpose,
Roams without love, without country or soul.

Following anxiously treacherous fortune,
Fortune which e ‘en as he grasps at it flees ;
Vain though the hopes that his yearning is 
seeking,
Yet does the pilgrim embark on the seas ! 

Ever impelled by the invisible power,
Destined to roam from the East to the West ;
Oft he remembers the faces of loved ones,
Dreams of the day when he, too, was at rest. 

Chance may assign him a tomb on the 
desert,
Grant him a final asylum of peace ;
Soon by the world and his country forgotten,
God rest his soul when his wanderings cease ! 

Often the sorrowing pilgrim is envied,
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One is amazed

By a water-lily bud

Unfolding

With each passing day,

Taking on a richer color

And new dimensions.

One is not amazed,

At a first glance,

By a poem,

Which is as tight-closed

As a tiny bud.

Yet, one is surprised

To see the poem

Gradually unfolding,

Revealing its rich inner self,

As one reads it

Again
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being Just to the PooR WoRking WoRLd

Personal
Account

 1Ivan Ivanovitch, who is a well-to-do Russian landowner of 
the nineteenth century, sat in his comfortable armchair by the 
window.  At nine A.M. he had tea.  After Ivan Ivanovitch began 
his labors of the day “by resuming his seat at the open window 
and having his Turkish pipe filled and lighted by a boy whose 
special function (was) to keep his master’s pipes in order.”  Here, 
Ivan sat “till the sun (had) so far moved round that the veranda 
at the back of the house was completely in the shade.”   Then 
he ordered a servant to move his armchair to the veranda, and 
he sat there until dinner.
 2Ivan ate dinner, which was set on an elegant dining table, 
at one o’clock.  Then a “deathlike stillness (fell) upon the house.”  
It was time for the after-dinner nap.  Ivan Ivanovitch retired to his 
room, from which the flies had been chased by a servant, and 
slept for two hours.
 3In the afternoon, Ivan Ivanovitch rode about in the fields 
for an hour.  He returned to the house long before it was time for 
supper and rested himself in his chair by the window.
 4That evening, after supper, a group of serfs came to see 
him.
 5“Well, children, what do you want?” Ivan demanded.
 6“Little father!  Grant us (more grain for our families).  Please, 
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To learn, Lord, about these em’rald leaves,

These tender petalled laved in dew

From where they came , and how and why they lived;

Or yet to know why ocean waters lash

Their atomed selves against the granite rocks

That senseless lie along the shores; to know

Why the rainbows filing their ribboned souls athwart

The eastern skies when sunrays flick the west;

Why lightning furies rage when storm-winds still

The thunder echoes hurtling through the dark;

To learn about the Earth, about the moon,

The sun and the lesser stars and other worlds

That span the cerulescent firmament;

To learn great facts about the little things

And then while knowing these, not to unlearn-

Never, O God, to unlearn the child-learned truth

That Thou art in reality the source,

The Why, the How, the Wherefore, of all things.
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VALUING LIFE   
(Dignity of Life)

The Legend Of Sampaguita

Word to Explore

Words to Explore
stunning [stúnning ] adj. strikingly impressive or attractive in appearance
pledge [plej] v. to solemnly promise to do something

Reading Grade 6
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	 Sampaguita,	a	small	but	fragrant	flower,	is	popular	among	us	Filipinos	because	it	
is	our	national	flower.		However,	do	you	know	how	it	came	to	be?		According	to	a	legend,	
it	is	a	story	of	an	unrequited	love	of	a	pretty	young	woman,	who	took	her	own	life	because	
her	affection	for	her	lover	was	not	reciprocated.

 A legend goes that once there 
were two lovers who vowed to be faithful 
and loyal to each other forever.  The 
woman was so stunning and graceful.  
Her red lips and rosy cheeks matched 
her beautiful eyes.  Many men of her 
age were dying to win her heart.

 Equally attractive was the man 
of her dreams.  He was also industrious 
and kind.  It was not a wonder that many 
women were charmed whenever they 
get near him.

 One night during a full moon, the 
two lovers made a pledge about their 
love for each other beneath a sturdy 
tree.

 “If you only now how much I love 
you that to even think of being separated 
from you almost takes my breath away,” 
the woman said with teary eyes.

 “I would rather die than be away 
from you.  Always remember, I will never 
leave you,” the man promised as he 
wiped her tears.
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The Golden Apples

GOING BEYOND BOUNDS   
(Determination)
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	 “The	Golden	Apples”	is	a	myth	that	briefly	mentions	Atalanta’s	early	adventures.		
It	is	based	on	the	tale	first	told	more	than	two	thousand	years	ago.		The	story	describes	a	
famous	race	between	Atalanta	and	Hippomenes.	
	 Atalanta	is	a	well-known	character	in	many	Greek	myths.		Before	the	time	of	the	
race,	Atalanta	had	had	many	exciting	adventures.		Her	father	cast	her	out	at	birth	because	
he	had	wanted	a	son.		She	was	cared	for	in	the	forest,	first	by	animals	and	then	by	hunters.			
Later,	she	took	part	in	a	famous	boar	hunt	and	was	the	first	to	wound	the	animal.
	 After	the	hunt,	Atalanta	found	out	who	her	parents	were	and	went	to	live	with	them.			
Her	father	no	longer	seemed	to	mind	that	she	was	a	daughter	and	not	a	son.		But	he	did	
want	her	to	marry.		That	is	where	the	story	called	“The	Golden	Apple”	begins.

 Many men wanted to marry 
Atalanta because she could hunt and 
shoot and wrestle as well as they could.  
Atalanta, however, did not want to marry 
anyone. As a way of discouraging her 
suitors, Atalanta said that she would 

marry a man who could beat her in 
a foot race.  She knew, of course, that 
there was no such a man.

 Atalanta had a wonderful time 
racing the men who wished to marry her. 
Young man after young man arrived to 

Word to Explore

Words to ExploreWords to Explore
wrestle [réss’l ] v. to struggle to lift or move something
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race with her.  But she always managed 
to outrun each one of them.

  One day, a young man arrived 
who used his head as well as his feet.  
He knew that he could not run as fast as 
Atalanta, but he had a plan.  This young 
man, whose name was Hippomenes, 
had asked the goddess of love for three 
apples of pure gold.  No one could see 
these apples and not want them.  The 
goddess had gladly given the apples 
to Hippomenes.  Being devoted to love, 
she wanted Atalanta to marry.

 As Atalanta waited for the race to 
begin, she looked at Hippomenes.  He 
kept his head bent, however, holding 
fast to the golden apples.  Around them, 
everyone spoke of Atalanta’s beauty.

 The race started.  Atalanta flew 
along the track swift as an arrow released 
from its bow.  A faint flush stained her 
cheeks.  Her golden hair streamed back 
over her shoulders.  She was ahead of 
Hippomenes when he rolled one of 
the apples directly in front of her.  She 
paused to pick it up.  In that moment, 
he overtook her. They were now running 
abreast.  Hippomenes threw the second 
apple, this time a little to Atalanta’s left.  
She had to swerve to reach it, and he 

Determination

faint [faynt] adj. not clearly visible or distinct

Word to Explore

Words to ExploreWords to Explore

raced ahead of her. Almost at once, 
however, Atalanta was able to overtake 
him.

 The goal was now very near.  
Hippomenes threw the third apple, and 
it rolled into the grass beside the track.  
Atalanta saw the apple gleam through 
the green of the grass, and she left the 
track to pick it up.  As she reached for 
the apple, she saw Hippomenes cross 
the goal.

 The golden apples had helped 
Hippomenes to win the race and have 
Atalanta’s hands in marriage.  Thereafter, 
Atalanta’s days of freedom had come 
to an end.
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 Our ancestors needed ways on how to explain certain phenomena around them. 
They did not have any scientific knowledge yet at that time, so they made up stories to 
explain anything beyond their limited understanding.
 It is a wonder, however, that although  it was almost impossible for them to 
communicate with other people in the different parts of the archipelago, yet, they seemed 
to have almost the same explanation about some phenomena, one of which is the great 
distance  of the sky from the earth.  
 Read and compare the different myths coming from Tagalog, Iloko, and Kalinga, all 
with the same title -  Why the Sky Is so High.

 In the early days, when the sky 
was still low, two brothers named Ingat 
and Daskol lived with their parents on 
earth.

 As their names indicate, Ingat 
was careful in everything he did and 
was therefore his father’s right hand 
man.  He was always helping with the 
work in the field and his parents were 

very pleased with him.

 On the other hand, Daskol did 
his work sloppily.  In the absence of a 
daughter in the family, the house work 
came to be Daskol’s responsibility.  He 
fetched water, cleaned the house, 
and did the cooking.  He also did the 
pounding of the palay that his father 
and Ingat harvested.  Even in pounding, 

APPRECIATING NATURE’S BOUNTY  
(Conservation of Wildlife)

Word to Explore

Words to ExploreWords to Explore
sloppily [slóppeelee] adv.  lazily or carelessly

Why the Sky is High?
(Tagalog)
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Daskol lived up to his name.  Half of the 
grain he pounded scattered and fell to 
the ground.  Being naturally lazy and 
impatient, he did not like the work of 
pounding rice.

 One day, Daskol had to pound 
a great quantity of palay than usual.  
He was irritated because everytime he 
raised the pestle, it would hit the sky.  His 

anger added to his strength and desire 
to finish the work quickly.  So he raised 
the pestle higher, and everytime it hit 
the sky, the sky would be raised.  In his 
hurry, Daskol did not notice that the sky 
was rising.  When he finished pounding 
rice, he looked up and discovered that 
the sky had risen and it is where it is 
today.

Why the Sky is High?
(Iloko)

 In the olden days, the only people 
on earth were a man and a woman.  
One day, they ate venison which the 
man had brought home from hunting.  
But because the bones were very big 
and they wanted to eat the marrow, 
they thought of pounding the bones.  
The woman removed her comb and 
necklace and hung them on the low 
sky.  But whenever she pounded, she 
would hit the sky.  So, she requested the 

sky to rise higher.  It thundered and the 
sky rose higher.  Still the pestle hit the 
sky.  So the woman again asked the sky 
to go higher.  It thundered and the sky 
rose higher.  Still the pestle hit the sky.  
So the woman again asked the sky to 
go higher.  Again it thundered and the 
sky rose as high as could be.  When the 
woman remembered what she had 
hung, it was too late.  They became the 
moon and the stars.

Word to Explore

Words to Explore
venison [vénnis’n ] n. meat of a deer used as food
pestle [péss’l] n. a rod-shaped object made from hard material with a rounded end   
 that is used for crushing or grinding substances in a mortar
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 Have you experienced being out during the coldest season of the year? How does 
it feel when coldness almost penetrates your skin? In the Philippines, we experience the 
coldest season from November to January. But luckily, even during this period, no one 
experiences to be frozen to death in our country.  This is because we do not have winter. 
But life is different in other parts of the world. Being out at night when snow is falling fast 
is almost like staying inside a freezer.  
 Below is a fairy tale of a poor little girl who had to bear the coldness of the winter 
in order to earn a living. Can you tell whether the girl’s extra-ordinary experience was just 
a dream… or was it a dream come true?

 It was terribly cold and nearly 
dark on the last evening of the old year, 
and the snow was falling fast. In the cold 
and the darkness, a poor little girl, with 
bare head and naked feet, roamed 
through the streets. Her little naked feet 
were quite red and blue with the cold. In 
an old apron, she carried a number of 
matches, and had a bundle of them in 

her hands. No one had bought anything 
of her the whole day, nor had anyone 
given her even a penny. Shivering with 
cold and hunger, she crept along.  Poor 
little child! She looked the picture of 
misery. The snowflakes fell on her long, 
fair hair, which hung in curls on her 
shoulders, but she regarded them not. 

 Lights were shining from every 

The Little Matchseller

CARING FOR THE NEEDY  
(Empathy and Generosity)
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window, and there was a savory smell 
of roast goose, for it was New-year’s 
eve—yes, she remembered that. In 
a corner, between two houses, one 
of which projected beyond the other, 
she sank down and huddled herself 
together. She had drawn her little feet 
under her, but she could not keep off 
the cold; and she dared not go home.

 “How can I go home? I had sold 
no matches, and I could not take home 
even a penny of money to give to my 
father?” the poor little girl thought sadly. 
“He would certainly beat me. Besides, 
it is almost as cold at home as here, 
for we have only the roof to cover our 
head.” And she thought of their house 
with large holes through which the wind 
howled. Her little hands were almost 
frozen with the cold. Suddenly, a bright 
idea flashed into her mind.

 “Ah! Perhaps a burning match 
might help even just to warm my fingers,” 
the girl smiled as she drew a stick from 
the bundle and struck it against the 
wall. She drew one out—“scratch!” how 
it sputtered as it burnt! 

 “Oh, what a warm, bright light, 
just like a little candle,” she hummed as 
she held her hand over it. “This is really 
a wonderful light!” It seemed to the little 
girl that she was sitting by a large iron 
stove, with polished brass feet and a 
brass ornament. 

  “How the fire burned!” she uttered 

in astonishment. It seemed so beautifully 
warm that the child stretched out her 
feet as if to warm them, when, lo! The 
flame of the match went out, the stove 
vanished, and she had only the remains 
of the half-burnt match in her hand. 

 She rubbed another match 
on the wall. It burst into a flame, and 
where its light fell upon the wall it 
became as transparent as a veil, and 
she could see into the room. The table 
was covered with a snowy white table-
cloth, on which stood a splendid dinner 
service, and a steaming roast goose, 
stuffed with apples and dried plums. 
And what was still more wonderful, the 
goose jumped down from the dish and 
waddled across the floor, with a knife 
and fork in its breast, to the little girl. 
Then the match went out, and there 
remained nothing but the thick, damp, 
cold wall before her. 

 She lighted another match, and 
then she found herself sitting under a 
beautiful Christmas-tree. It was larger 
and more beautifully decorated than 
the one which she had seen through 
the glass door at the rich merchant’s. 
Thousands of tapers were burning 
upon the green branches, and colored 
pictures, like those she had seen in the 
show-windows, looked down upon it all. 
The little one stretched out her hand 
towards them, and the match went 
out. 

Word to Explore

Words to Explore
savory [sáyvəree] adj. having an appetizing taste or smell
sputter [spúttər] v. to make a popping, spitting sound




